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With the Winter Olympics drawing to a close, our faculty have been
slaloming a path to success in the scientific world. Responsible for
making the world’s first 3D printed heart in 2019, Professor Tal Dvir
and his team continue to astound. Their latest research uses lab-
made spinal cords, engineered with human tissue, enabling paralysed
mice to walk. This breakthrough at the Dvir Lab has made recent
headlines in the global press, notably in  The Standard, Sky News, and
ITV. They hope to start human clinical trials in the next few years.

In the world of space, TAU alumnus and co-founder of SpaceIL,
Yonatan Winetraub, has embarked on a mission to hummus and
beyond, taking lead of a team aiming to grow chickpeas in space and
ensuring that our national dish makes it onto the extraterrestrial
menu too!

We encourage you to join our Cycle for Scholarships global campaign,
which is just around the corner. See below for more information and
please get on your bike and help TAU!

Shabbat Shalom,

Cara G. Case
Chief Executive
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“Our goal is to produce personalised spinal cord implants for every
paralysed person, enabling regeneration of the damaged tissue with no
risk of rejection.”

Professor Tal Dvir

TAU Breakthrough Offers New Hope to Help People With
Paralysis Walk Again
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Brain activity in sleep and anesthesia clue to Alzheimer’s

True story? Lie detection systems go high-tech

TAU International Open Day a Roaring Success
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Hosted by the highly informative and energetic David Ryan,
prospective students got to experience a taste of life at TAU,
taking part in TAU International’s Open Day. With 1,200
applicants given the chance to find out about everything TAU, the
event spanned two days and was tailored to the interests of each
student, with expert lecturers on hand to deliver rousing
introductions that would make anyone consider enrolling.

With applications for 2022-2023 now open, international
students should be thrilled at the prospect of finding a new
home in the hallways of the university.

Mourning a Dear Friend
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Sign up to Cycle for Scholarships and help raise funds for students at

TAU! 
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Starry TAU Nights continue in 2022

Stay tuned for more info to come...
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Watch Here
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Scholarship Campaign
Help ensure that at-risk students can continue to pursue their studies and
make an impact on the world. Our future depends on their future…Their
future depends on YOU!

Leave a Legacy
Be remembered as someone who made a
lasting difference by leaving a gift in your
will to the students and researchers at Tel
Aviv University. Contact Avril Fleishman for
more details.

Please support our efforts by SHARING this email with your friends and family:)
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